Details
on
MatrixGold’s
Newest Software Update

It seems like yesterday we released MatrixGold in September
2018. Today, we’re excited to announce the newest update,
MatrixGold2019.3.
We have worked to ensure MatrixGold meets the needs of every
jeweler within this ever-changing industry. We want MatrixGold
to be the right choice for all jewelers to help them on this
journey. Through designing, budgeting, presenting, and
selling, MatrixGold can be your perfect ally on every stage of
this beautiful journey, from the idea to the final piece.

Take a look at some of the new
tools and improvements you’ll find
in the update on July 1.
Mesh Repair
Getting your designs ready for production is very important.
With the Mesh Repair tool, all of the parts will come together
for an easier print.

Texture 3D
Customers are gravitating toward having special finishes on
their jewelry. This tool will help you achieve unique touches
to any design to make it one of a kind.

Smart Pattern
Choose from more than 90 patterns and create spectacular
designs with low weight.

Gems Between 2 Curves
This tool will boost adding stones in your designs. Choose
the boundaries, select 2 curves, and fill all that area with
stones. It’s that simple!

Gems List on Curve
Often times, customers receive stones in different sizes to
create a design. With Gems List on Curve, customers can add
the stones to a design easier than ever.

Save as Default Style
Customers now have the option to save on each tool the
customer defaults to. Set any measurement and layout, and save
it to your default style. The next time you launch this tool
you will have the same layout as a starter.

Signet Ring Side Profile
Take advantage of having more control when working on signet
rings. The top side profile can now be viewed in this new
version so users won’t have any limits when creating signet
rings.

Render
We have made a couple of big improvements in the render
studio. Users will have the option to save their own materials
and use the alpha channels to render the different materials

by themselves and put them together later on any photo editing
software.

Animation Studio
We now have new options on how the camera follows the path
when making an animation to get different animation results.
With this new MatrixGold update, customers will have a
powerful tool to boost their business either on the sales side
or the production side; MatrixGold is the complete solution
for any jewelry business that wants to be the forefront of the
market needs.

Which updates are you most excited about? Let us know in the
comments below!

